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• It includes FDP and provides researchers with practical hands-on activities exposing 

them to multiple disciplines and various scenarios in which artificial intelligence takes 

control of our lives. It gives researchers and faculties a unique and rich learning 

experience to ensure that they are ready for their careers, college, and life-in-the-2030s 

• It's a fully-integrated AI Labs with the highest level of service quality including 

complete installation, professional development and a direct access to support and 

online resources to ensure your research success 

 

What is AI Labs by Automaton AI? 

• The AI LAB is a turnkey, state-of-the-art modular learning platform designed to 

enable Universities to drive more and more research in AI 
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Opportunities for AI 

Research with AI 

Labs 
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Technical key features 

Video / Image Pre-Processing 

• Hierarchical Attribute Tagging 

• Automated Labeling using Deep 

Learning model integration  

• Provide expert data annotators 

The self-hosted platform for DL 

application development for students, 

Faculties, etc. 

AI Labs  

SDK for Data Labeling 

AI model Inference platform 

AI model training platform 

• Tensorflow, PyTorch, etc. 

frameworks supported. 

• Machine Learning 

• Deep Learning 

Access to Industry-led AI Research projects in 

• Computer Vision 

• NLP 
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Value add to students 
AI Labs  

Develop student ’s AI  Projects 2x Faster  

Develop student ’s projects using real -

world data 

Student Performance & 

Tracking 

Develop Research IPs using AI  

labs 

Get stat ist ics about the project 

development.  

Monitor & QA,  AI  projects in 

runtime 

Develop the Computer Vision models in 

few cl icks 

Deploy student projects in real - t ime  

Annotate real -world data using AI  labs  

Develop Real -world AI  projects  
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University Benefits 
AI Labs  

Connects with AI  Research Community  

FDP in AI  & Research/year  

Access to AI  labs and community AI  models  

Research Col laborat ion with the AI  corporates  

AI  industry and Academia col laborat ion  

Industry -standard tool  in AI  

Dedicated consultancy from Automaton AI  

Access to cutt ing -edge AI  research labs  

Hackathon in AI  

Internship Opportunit ies to researchers in AI  
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Impressions 
AI Labs  

Theoret ical  AI  Syl labus  

No Practical  platform to accomplish AI  

Projects  

No real - t ime projects in AI  

 

No real -world data to develop AI  

projects 

BEFORE AI LABS 

Latest AI  Projects & Technology 

Stack to researchers  

Developed AI  research opportunit ies  

 
 

State-of- the-art  AI  infrastructure for 

researchers to develop real -world projects   

Increase AI  credibi l i ty  

AFTER AI LABS 
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Success Criteria 
AUTOMATON WILL MEASURE THE SUCCESS OF EVERY INSTITUTE:  

1. The highest number of projects accomplished in AI. 

 

2. Highest accuracy of AI models developed  

- AI Competitions by Automaton AI 

- AI Hackathon conducted by Automaton AI 

 

3. Highest number of accurate data annotated. 

AI Labs  
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LET'S CONNECT! 

mail@pi-tech.gr 

+30 23510 33110 
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/automaton-ai-infosystem-pvt-ltd/
https://twitter.com/automatonai
https://www.facebook.com/automatonai/
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